
Introduction

After the Industrial revolution, together with the change in the perception of
elements formerly considered appealing and necessary to be included in the
category of cultural heritage, some of industrial sites became historical monu-

ments themselves, thus outlining what was called “the aesthetics of industrialization”
(edwards and Llurdés 1996, 343). 

On 17 July 2003, the International Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial
heritage (tICCIh) launched the Nizhny tagil Charter for the Industrial heritage, a rec-
ommendation for public authorities to promote the industrial sites for tourist purpos-
es. Unlike rural tourism or agritourism, industrial tourism rarely includes accommoda-
tion or catering and it depends on the level of degradation of industrial sites; hence,
the lack of attachment of the population to industrial sites, people usually associating
them with hard working and living conditions. thus, the image of some industrial
sites rarely becomes a brand of the region. textile heritage tourism is widely spread in
europe, valuing watermills and their ancillaries, one of the best examples of good prac-
tices being the city of tilburg, holland. While, at the beginning of the 19th century, it
registered about 145 watermills, closed or demolished in the context of the european
industrial decline, it currently promotes the local and european textile industry history
by way of the Audax textile Museum initiative (Lane et al. 2013, 52). 

the reconversion of industrial and preindustrial monuments may take various forms,
from singular elements of industrial tourism to the creation of scientific parks, all of
them eventually becoming capitalized products (Garaca et al. 2014, 182; Cercleux et al.
2012, 217). they may reflect the needs of contemporary society, provide functionality to
some urban spaces (filip 2009, 44), or may even become individual tourist destinations,
industrial tourism preserving their economic value and preventing their destruction (Merciu
Iancu and Stoica 2010, 63; Boros, Martyin, and Pál 2013, 109). to reactivate the identi-
ty values (Gouthro and Palmer 2010, 3) and authenticity as the most important quality
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(Alonso, O’Neill, and Kim 2010, 37), tourist routes can be also associated with the local
gastronomy (Bessière 1998, 23), which may represent another form of using the traditional
facilities. Changing the perception of local people on industrial landscapes may represent
another way to integrate them as a tourist destination (Bãrbuicã 2012, 3). 

the historical analysis of the preindustrial and industrial landscape starts with the
interpretation of older cartographic materials overlapping the current maps (Canu 2006,
2; frajer and Geletič 2011, 3; San-Antonio-Gómez, Velilla, and Manzano-Agugliaro
2014, 48), which become working tools for landscape reconstructions (fuchs et al. 2015,
44), used in various land-use planning layouts.

We aimed to analyze the old and new cartographic materials in order to identify
the traditional watermill facilities and the current traditional landscape in the Land of
haþeg. the paper is structured as follows: Section 1 includes highlights on the prein-
dustrial and industrial heritage concepts in terms of landscape restoration in the nation-
al and international literature; Section 2 includes the description of the study area and
the methodology used; Section 3 reveals the results of the analysis of the cartographic
materials; Section 4 emphasizes the importance of preindustrial heritage at national level
and the opportunity of turning to good account the traditional facilities in the Land of
haþeg, while Section 5 synthesizes the conclusions of this paper.

The Preindustrial Heritage at International Level

The INdUStrIAL revolution profoundly changed the face of europe, industrial sites
becoming an undeniable part of humanity’s history. the material and immateri-
al components of the industrial heritage are part of each european state identi-

ty. however, their landscape value is unevenly acknowledged, directly depending on
the economic trends. the first acknowledgement of the industrial inheritance came at the
end of the 1950s, when Great Britain set up a protection regime for industrial build-
ings. In the next two decades, the northern countries (Germany, Sweden, Belgium, france,
and holland) started sharing the same vision. Over the last 30 years, the level of under-
standing and awareness regarding the importance of industrial elements and their con-
servation has increased, especially after the emergence of a new field of intervention,
industrial archeology, which makes use of everything related to the industrial heritage
(mills, factories, mines, channels, bridges, various technical facilities, etc.). to save
them from abandonment or degradation, many of the sites built in the 18th and 19th

centuries were included in the UNeSCO list of historical monuments (33 in total, 28
of which are located in europe), of which two sites are directly related to the location
of some watermills (dervent Valley Mills, Great Britain; Verla Groundwood and Board
Mill, finland), presently included in tourist routes.

In a report published on the inventory of watermills located in the USA, the US
environmental Protection Agency (2006) highlights the importance of their restora-
tion in shaping the identity of cities.

Among the possible interventions in the case of industrial sites, the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of europe (2013) recommends the creation of a pan-european
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partnership between the institutions with expertise in the field of industrial heritage
(the european federation of Associations of Industrial and technical heritage, the
european route of Industrial heritage network–erIh, europa Nostra) through the
permanent update of industrial sites of interest and the setting up of a catalogue of
best practices or guidelines on the optimal way to value the industrial heritage.

The National Preindustrial Heritage

ROMANIA IS ranked high among the countries with a rich technical heritage,
connected to the main economic activities such as hydropower, mining, trans-
port, textile or food industries, developed by the middle of the 18th century in

transylvania and Banat, and extended over the entire country during the second half
of the 19th century. the general unfortunate state of the industrial heritage, particularly
in the case of romania, is mainly determined by the termination of industrial activities
and privatization, when industrial facilities were assigned other uses (nonoperational
in most of the cases), along with the dismantling of some facilities within the industri-
al sites, the change in ownership, or their transformation into spaces with a different pur-
pose (residential, services).

the situation is even more uncertain if we refer to the preindustrial heritage, nega-
tively affected by the lack of or the failure to implement legal protection measures, the
lack of knowledge of the local communities, the disappearance of traditional elements
in the rural areas, along with the permanent search for modern elements of comfort
and the tendency to dispose of the native traditional elements. the national chrono-
logical inventory, achieved by Wollmann (2012), based on the archived documents, post-
cards, and old photographs, represents the first step in the romanian documentation
of watermills. the high number of identified watermills and other categories of techni-
cal monuments, together with the originality of the facilities, represent a solid argu-
ment in support of their use (ibid., 8).

even since 1961, the historical Monuments division within the State Committee for
Architecture and Construction expressed their concerns about the conservation of indus-
trial heritage on the romanian territory, when they had to make a list of the historical
monuments, and add a new category, that of the industrial architecture monuments. the
initiatives of the Ministry of Culture and Church Affairs, the division of historical
Monuments, the National Commission of romania for UNeSCO have also consid-
ered the issue of industrial heritage and included the related provisions in the national
heritage conservation strategies. the legislative mechanisms used are represented by Law
422 of 18 July 2001 on the protection of historical monuments, Law 182/2004 on
the protection of mobile cultural heritage, and Law no. 6 of 2008 on the legal regime
of the technical and industrial heritage.

When trying to define landscapes, Cocean and david (2014) use several criteria,
among which we mention the genetic, evolution, structural, operational, temporal,
level of vulnerability and of attractiveness (ibid., 38–41). thus, if we consider the
genetic typology and fit them into the category of cultural technogenous landscape, water-
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mills are then integrated in the category of hydropower, wind power and solar facili-
ties, which precede the industrialization phase. Watermills were built depending on the
availability of water flows and Stoica and Schreiber (2008) distinguished three types
of watermills in romania, as follows: watermills on ponds, watermills on riverbanks, and
floating watermills. Besides them, other items or facilities were considered part of the
preindustrial heritage, such as: cloth mills, whirlpools, distilleries, oil mills, saw mills,
smithies and pottery workshops (ibid., 27–28). 

Grinders were used in rural households for cereal processing and seed grinding. to
improve their efficiency they were accompanied by more efficient water-, wind- or ani-
mal-powered devices, three categories of facilities being thus further developed: water-
mills, animal-powered mills, and wind mills. Considering only the hydraulic mills, we
can also identify bucket watermills (in which case the vertical runner stone is set in motion
by a simple wooden device), watermills with vertical wheels, widely distributed in the
basins of Arieş river, târnava Mare river, watermills with vertical wheels, located on the
banks of larger rivers, with upper intake vertical wheels, which are specific to the Someş
Valley, and floating watermills found along the Someş and Mureş Valleys (Wollmann
2012, 138). however, as a result of the changes occurred after 1989, Mirea (2012) iden-
tified three categories of industrial landscapes: deconstructed, abandoned or under recon-
version, which can be also considered in the case of preindustrial facilities (ibid., 5). 

Materials and Methods

Study Area

LOCAted IN the southwestern part of transylvania, in the West development region
(NUtS2), overlapping hunedoara County (fig.1), the Land of haþeg, represents
one of the most complex regions of the Carpathian area. It is marginally polarized

by the town of haþeg and its area of influence covers the rural localities in the depression
of haþeg and the entire rural area at the foothills of the retezat and Şureanu Mountains
(hognogi and Vãidean 2014, 3). 

together with the Pãdureni district, the Land of haþeg is part of the Local Action
Group of the Land of haþeg—Pãdureni district Micro-region, an association founded
under the LeAder program, and it includes 11 territorial Administrative Units (tAU).

We selected three pilot areas: Sibişel Valley, râului Alb Valley, and râuşor Valley. they
are all located in the depression of haþeg, two of them located on 3rd degree water courses
(râu Alb, râuşor) and one of them on a 4th degree water course (Sibişel), the streams
being left tributaries of the Strei river.

Data Acquisition 
MethOdOLOGICALLy, We used the “top-down” analysis, approaching the preindustrial
heritage on 3 levels: nationally (romania), regionally (the Land of haþeg) and locally
(Sibişel Valley, râul Alb Valley, râuşor Valley). 

the cartographic-related information (data, author, projection, coordinate system,
purpose) is extremely important in the recovery of some historical data, but in many cases
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it proved to be unknown. We employed four historical maps, one general topographi-
cal map and more recent aerial photographs (see table 1). 

Table 1. The carToGraPhic resources useD For The iDenTiFicaTion

oF waTerMills in The lanD oF haþeG

the first topographic survey was conducted at the order of the empress Maria theresa
for the purpose of systematically mapping the Austro-hungarian empire (see fig. 2).
the sheets referring to transylvania were elevated for military reasons and also contained
data on the number of settlements or certain economic details. due to the limited
time and low budget, the maps were drawn up without a geodesic basis (triangula-
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tion). these were hand-made and the elevation was rendered by hatches, not by con-
tour lines. 

At the order of emperor francis I of Austria, the second topographical survey was
performed, using the Cassini projection, this time for the entire territory of the empire,
and it is considered to be the first representative mapping for the landscape evolution
of the former empire. the third topographic survey was ordered by emperor franz Joseph
I, and the map sheets were drawn so as to set the basis for a subsequent and more detailed
1:75,000 scale map (frajer and Geletič 2011, 4). All related sheets of the three carto-
graphic materials from the study area were prepared by consulting the Arcanum Adatbázis
Kft. database. the Soviet military map and the topographic map of romania were
also employed for the diachronic identification of the watermills in the study area.

due to the low quality of some map sheets of the first habsburg topographic sur-
vey, we could only identify the watermills on the water courses of Strei, Izvoru, râu-
Bãrbat, râul Alb, Pârâul Mãteştilor, Pârâul Sãlaş, Pârâul Gârlete, Sibişel, Galbena, Poieni,
Breazova, hobiþa and Odoraşniþa rivers, without excluding the possibility of other water-
mills being present on the tributaries of the Galbena river (densuş, rãchitova).

In this study, we used Arc Gis 10.1 and Corel draw X7 software for mapping the
materials, and we employed georeferenced orthophotographs of the administrative ter-
ritories in the Land of haþeg, with spatial coordinates rendered in StereO 70 sys-
tem, at 1:5,000 scale for the graphic and cartographic representations, whereas the
photographs were taken by a dSLr (digital single-lens reflex camera), Nikon d5200. 

to emphasize the role of the preindustrial heritage in romania and show how impor-
tant it is to value the still existing mills, we conducted the spatial analysis of mills at nation-
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a. The first military
survey of habsburg
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b. The second military
survey of habsburg
empire

c. The third military
survey of habsburg
empire

d. The soviet military
topographic map

e. The topographic
map of romania

f. The orthophotoplans



al level considering the List of historical Monuments, a document issued in 2010 by
the Ministry of Culture, acknowledging their value as historic monuments.

Data Processing
By GeOrefereNCING maps in 1970 stereographic projection we aimed to reveal the
evolution of watermills in the Land of haþeg in time and space, thus proving their
continuity. to reveal the current status of land use we chose to vectorize orthophotos
(2013), on a scale of 1:5,000, and not process the data provided by Corine Land
Cover (CLC), due to the low accuracy of the information achieved (i.e. fewer CLC
classified categories of land that do not coincide with those registered on ortophotographs,
and low level of accuracy against the reality in the field) which makes the CLC data-
base more suitable for the study of larger areas.

We identified the location of traditional facilities (mainly watermills) in the study area
by analyzing the cartographic materials, and we validated the information by field research
(mapping from orthophotos), conducted during July–August 2014.

After the historical reconstruction of these preindustrial heritage elements, 3 pilot
areas were identified at local level, located on 3 water courses. We subsequently mapped
the spatial correlations between these traditional facilities, the land use, and their tourist
attractiveness.

Results 

The Diachronic Evolution of the Traditional Watermill Facilities 
in the Land of Haþeg

TrAdItIONAL INdUStrIAL facilities (watermills, whirlpools, plum brandy boilers,
winepresses, old hemp carding machines, sawmills, etc.) emerged and devel-
oped in close relation to the old agricultural practices (the cultivation of cereals

and textile plants). the oldest evidence of agricultural produce processing facilities in the
Land of haþeg dates back to the 16th century, as milling was considered a right of the feu-
dal master. the situation became permanent throughout the following centuries, as proved
by the land property conscriptions of 1785, which stated that peasants could practice
milling if they paid certain taxes (Bara et al. 2012, 35).

the first data on the use of hydrographic resources during the medieval period
(271–1600) is recorded late, in the 16th century, in various acts of donations of the
kings of hungary. As Lazãr and tãmaº (2003) stated, the use of watermills was one of
the topics of these acts. According to the cartographic materials of the 18th–19th centuries
and the recent orthophotos (2013) of the Land of haþeg, traditional facilities present
several particular situations (see figs. 3 and 4). 
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Starting with the 18th century, a high number of watermills is recorded (48), whereas the
maximum number was recorded in the next century (118 watermills in the period of
1869–1887 and 112 watermills in the 1806–1869 interval). these values were directly
determined by the increase of the crop yield, the low capacity of processing cereals,
and the fluctuant flow of some streams in certain periods of the year. Villages with
more than 5 watermills were quite numerous. 

After the Great Union of 1918, the price for cereal milling was regulated by Order
no. 20579 of 15.12.1920, the number of watermills in the Land of haþeg being rather
high in the villages, as follows: 15 watermills—Pãucineşti; 12 watermills—Zeicani; 11
watermills—Ostrov; 8 watermills—Grãdişte (now Sarmizegetusa); 7 watermills—Ştei
and Ohaba; 5 watermills—Peşteana, hobiþa and Sibişel; 3 watermills—râu de Mori,
densuş, hãþãgel, Sânpetru, Poeni, and Sãcel; 2 watermills—Unciuc, Suseni, Þuştea,
Upper and Lower fãrcãdin (now General Berthelot); 1 watermill—Gureni, Ostrovel,
Bãrãşti, Sântãmãria-Orlea, Valea dâljii, and Breazova (Bara et al. 2012, 180).

during the socialist period, traditional facilities experienced a considerable setback.
Most of the watermills’ owners were considered “kulaks,” many of them being forced
to give up milling. In 1941, the praetorship of hunedoara county had 911 village water-
mills and 2 systematic mills, of which 105 watermills were located in the praetorship
of Sarmizegetusa district (rO: “plasa,” small administrative territorial category/unit in
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interwar romania), 69 watermills in the praetorship of Pui district and 65 watermills
in the praetorship of haþeg district (Bara et al. 2012, 184). When comparing the data
shown by the Soviet military topographic maps with data recorded in the documents
of that time, we note a significant difference regarding the real number of watermills,
which mainly results from the considerable decrease in the number of watermills, and less
from the scale used in mapping (1:50,000), the evolution of the settlements or the
type of information mapped by the USSr.

Most of the watermills are found on the 3rd rank water courses, which are low flow
watercourses. After analyzing all cartographic materials, we can conclude that watermills
show continuity in the area under study (there are watermills mentioned in two carto-
graphic sources—since 1769 until 1887, in three cartographic sources—since 1869
until 1978, and in 4 cartographic sources—since 1806 until 1978). Currently, there
are only 10 watermills in the study area (on the following streams: Strei, Muncel,
ruşor, Şerel, râu Alb, râu Mare, râuşor, Sibişel), most of them inoperable.

In order to piece together these elements of the cultural landscape we used carto-
graphic materials dating back to the 18th–19th centuries, the older the cartographic resources
the higher the accuracy of mapping the data. 
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The Current State of Preindustrial Heritage at Local Level
tO OUtLINe the landscape interrelations at local level, we selected 3 pilot areas, con-
sidered representative for the Land of haþeg—râu Alb, râu Mare and Sibişel—locat-
ed in the depression of haþeg. We revealed the present state of these traditional facili-
ties by relating to the territorial context (land use, accessibility degree of the area, and
level of tourist attractiveness).

In the case of râu Alb river valley, the first pilot area in the Land of haþeg, the
habsburg maps showed at most 19 watermills. Nowadays, based on the 2013 orthopho-
tos and our own field work, the following situation was identified: 1 inoperative water-
mill within the built-up area of râu Alb locality and 2 whirlpools (1 of which opera-
tional) in the administrative territory of the Coroieşti and râu Mic localities. Located
in a depression area, as the other 2 pilot areas, the area in the immediate vicinity of the
traditional facilities is occupied by arable lands and grasslands, which certifies the depend-
ence of the watermills on a certain type of agricultural crops (cereals, hemp). We also
note the location of the watermills along some local roads (dC 78, dC 76) (see fig.
4) which was meant to facilitate the trade in produce. the presence of the 2 whirlpools
is conditioned by their relevance and use for carpet washing. these two preindustrial her-
itage elements, together with the traditional households, detritus (a wall built of gran-
ite without mortar) represent identity milestones of the local communities and their
restoration could revitalize the area, currently affected by depopulation and demographic
aging. 

On the râuşor river valley, a tributary of the râu Mare river, the field work and the
analysis of the orthophotos resulted in the identification of only 1 non-operational water-
mill and 1 whirlpool within the built-up area of the Suseni locality, whereas the maxi-
mum number of traditional facilities mentioned on the maps between 1869 and 1887
was of 10 watermills (see fig. 5). Another proof of their existence is represented by
the watermill with two horizontal wheels and transmission gear, from râu de Mori, locat-
ed today within the AStrA National Museum Complex in Sibiu. the 2 watermill
facilities are located on the county road dJ 686, in an area with extensive agricultural
crops, but also in the proximity of some tourist facilities of national importance (the
Court of Cândeşti, the Colþ fortress, the church of the Cândea family). therefore, in
the context of valorizing the existing preindustrial and traditional landscape (popular tra-
ditional architecture, detritus), the historic monuments of national interest located in the
area will also be considered.

Although during the Austro-hungarian empire the cartographic documents of the
time indicated 6 watermills, in the third pilot area, the Sibişel Valley, there are current-
ly 2 watermills (1 of which operational and also being mentioned on an tourist inform-
ative board) and 1 whirlpool in the Sibişel locality (see fig. 6). At the same time, there
are two other watermill facilities preserved within the AStrA National Museum Complex
in Sibiu. they used to be located in Ohaba-Sibişel locality and were specifically used
for processing oilseeds, and they functioned based on local resources (river stone).
their degradation occurred under in the context of depopulation and of the replacement
of the native elements with modern technologies.
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Discussion

We PrOPOSe several recommendations to valorize the preindustrial heritage in
the Land of haþeg for the benefit of the local community as direct bene -
ficiary.

a) Preventive conservation measures are necessary for the still existing traditional water-
mill facilities (in situ conservation and the functional rehabilitation for operational
purposes). 

b) to increase the added value some specific measures should be considered, such
as: i. develop some related traditional activities (cultivation of hemp and sunflower);
ii. set up small industrial processing plants (for the production of hemp oil, different
size customized wrapping packages, containers and bags); iii. stimulate the setting up
of local specific start-ups (trout farms, restaurants serving local food); iv. reinforce
connections with the existing food networks (Association of farmers in Sântãmãria-Orlea)
for the best valorization of food products.

c) Applying for the inclusion of the existing preindustrial heritage in some national
and regional thematic routes or even in the european route of Industrial heritage, which
is a network developed as a result of an Interreg project, promoting some industrial-
type tourist sites.
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d) functional rehabilitation of mills in support of local pastry production. National
certification and sale of traditional products.

e) Creation of a millers’ registry. the rehabilitation of the existing whirlpools could
boost the local textile industry, particularly since traditional weaving and sewing work-
shops are occasionally organized in the area, mainly in Nucşoara village.

Conclusions

The SPAtIAL reconstruction of some geographic features by interpreting old car-
tographic materials makes us understand certain phenomena and may provide
insights concerning the further development of the area under study. this mul-

titude of preindustrial and industrial heritage sites in romania could be considered for
the alternative territorial development, if not through a return to the original function-
ing purpose, then at least by designating them as tourist attractions. traditional facilities,
be them watermills, windmills or other types of mills (manually operated), are current-
ly representative elements for the material and spiritual culture and identity of a place.
however, the reluctance of local residents towards industrial sites, as former employ-
ees, or due to their desire to have a different and higher level of comfort, and the low
interest of decision-makers inhibit the development prospects.

Another challenge is the lack of preventive conservation measures. Instead of being
conserved in situ, where their functional, aesthetic and tourist features could be turned
to good account, traditional facilities are preserved mostly as exhibits in museums and
other ethnographical institutions. 

q
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Abstract
recovery of watermills in the land of haþeg (romania) 

by Mapping old cartographic Materials

the purpose of this paper is to analyze some old cartographic materials overlapping recent orthopho-
tos in order to identify the watermills in the Land of haþeg (romania) and individualize the
current traditional landscape. the watermills located in the middle and upper basins of the Strei
river, in the Land of haþeg, have experienced a significant evolution in time and space. however,
the presence of watermills can be traced back to the second half of the 18th century, when the
first cartographic documents were issued. the methodological approach included one “top-down”
analysis, the historical reconstruction of the preindustrial heritage sites, and a spatial analysis of the
most relevant tourist resources. findings prove the continuing presence of watermills in the ter-
ritory under study, albeit poorly managed. 
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vernacular elements, hydraulic equipment, Land of haþeg, preservation, landscape restoration
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